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ATK Impish: +DEF, -SP. You need to ascend the tower from the inside, then drop through the bottom hole to get them. Ice Beam is there for
power only, possibly to cover the Grass-types youshouldn't be using against this guy. Use Imprison to obtain this effect. Black Belt Rhett Guitarist
MarcosMakuhita, Lv. Nobody's got it, but it IS there. Those with the Limber Ability are immune to this effect. Available To: Minun o----------------------------------------------------------------------------oo--------------o--------------------------------------------------------------o
NATURAL CURE Upon being recalled, all Special Conditions are healed. Two Team Aqua Grunts come upstairs and demand the Devon
Goods! More as I think of them. Continue right, go up, upthe ladder.

pokemon crystal version prima official strategy guide pdf shared files:
Granite Cave B2 Wild Pokemon Pokemon Method Rate Walk 30% Walk 10% Walk 20% Walk 20% Walk 40% Enter the cave to the
northwest of town. Talk to the man inside to receive HM05 - Flash, then proceed down the ladder to the left The item there is an Escape Rope,
very useful. In the next level, you'll need to use Flash by accessing it through the Menu. You'll probably notice a mud-slide that you can't access you'll need a Mach Bike for that. There's a PokeBall to the south of that, but just head to the next ladder when you're done. Follow the path when you see a ledge with a single grey stone on it, examine it to receive an Everstone. Keep climbing the ladders and you'll be on the original level
with no more darkness , but on the rocky ledge above. Head left then down and to the next screen. Here's Steven, you'll give him the Letter, and
in return he'll give you TM47 - Steel Wing. Exit the room and head immediately right off the jump-ledges for a shortcut to the cave entrance. Now
that you've finished your errands in Dewford Town, you can head to Slateport City. Talk to Mr Briney and choose the second option to head
there. Slateport City You'll arrive on a beach full of trainers. There's a beach house at the northwest corner that will offer you 6 Soda Pops if you
defeat the three trainers inside. Head north to Slateport City when you're done. There are three main attractions at Slateport City. Firstly is the
market, which houses many traders selling many different items. There are vitamins, secret base decorations, TMs, and much more. Secondly, the
name rater will let you change the nickname of a Pokemon you caught. Finally, the red house by the Pokemon Center is home to Pokemon
Contests. See the for more information. Check out the markets and the PokeMart for any items you want - make sure you've got at least one
Harbor Mail. Also talk to the little girl in the contest house for a PokeBlock case - you'll need one for later on. The man in the southwest corner of
the contest room will also give you TM41 - Torment. Also check out the brown tent to the south of the Name Rater's House, that's the Pokemon
Fan Club. You can get Scarfs for your Pokemon to enhance their Coolness, Smartness, Beauty, Toughness and Cuteness. The lady at the back of
the club will give you a Soothe Bell if your Pokemon adores you. To proceed with the storyline, head into the large warehouse with a boat outside.
Talk to the man by the stairs; he will instruct you to look for Captain Stern. Talk to the member looking frantically around the Museum, and he'll
give you TM46 - Thief. Head up the stairs and talk to the man there - it's Captain Stern. Dispatch of them They have two Carvanha and one Zubat
and then Stern will abruptly leave. Route 110 Wild Pokemon Pokemon Method Rate Walk 10% Walk 20% Walk 8% Walk 30% Walk 15%
Walk 2% Walk 2% Walk 15% Walk 15% You'll find yourself at a junction. The building in front of you is the Trick House - a house where you
must solve puzzles and you will receive a reward when you do so. If you head west from the house, you'll find some trainers use Cut and you'll get
a Guard Spec and some berries. You'll want to take the right path though, that will lead you to Mauville City. There's a Dire Hit on the way. You'll
also see your neighbour, who will challenge you to a battle. If you are victorious, you'll win an Itemfinder. Keep following the path and you'll reach
Mauville City. Mauville City Firstly, on entering, head right and pick up the Item Ball - it's an X Speed. In the house to the north of it, a man will
give you HM06 - Rock Smash. Then go into the house by the PokeMart and trade your Harbor Mail for a Coin Case. You can use this to store
Casino Coins that you earn from playing the slots and Wheel of Fortune at the Mauville Casino. These coins can be used to buy TMs and
decorative Dolls. Next, grab a bike from Rydel at his Cycle Store on the northeastern corner of town. Whichever you choose, you can always
come back to exchange for the other one. The Acro Bike allows you to jump over certain platforms and rocks, the Mach Bike allows you to
speed over cracked surfaces. Finally, head to the Gym. You'll see Wally outside - talk to him and he'll challenge you to a battle He has a lv16
Ralts. The yellow thunderbolts on the ground switch these gates on and off, so you need to find the order to get to Wattson - the puzzle is quite
easy, and you should be there in no time. If you have a Ground Pokemon with you, the battle should be a breeze. Water and Flying Pokemon
should be careful, as they are weak to electric attacks. Like before, Wattson will be dishing out Super Potions just as his Pokemon's health gets to
critical, so finish them off quickly. Don't forget Magnemite and Magneton are part Steel, and are hence weak to Fighting and Fire attacks as well.
Watch out for Voltorb's Selfdestruct, and also for Sonicboom which always deals 20 damage. When you defeat Wattson, he'll give you the
Dynamo Badge which raises the Speed of all your Pokemon, allows the use of HM06 - Rock Smash outside of battle. You'll also receive TM34 -
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The other is to breed two Wobbuffet, and have the male hold the Lax Incense, also found in Mt. On Sealeo, it has a base power of 180, which is
nearastronomical. You can choose to be able to switch out when you faint one of your foe's Pokemon Switch or sit there and wait, like in
Colosseum and Link Battles Set. Continue to fight to your last breath to level up; you should at LEAST get past the first boss, because frankly,
he's a joke. Normally, one would walk around with a few Lv. Now we're ready to tackle this long route. Still have Pokemon that know Diveand
Waterfall? Fight your first Trainer in the last dungeon. What it does is double EV points given from a particular battle. PSYCHIC + Can't be
Burned. Once there, you can choose to start now and customize later, orjust go into your options right now. It won't infect your Box Pokemon,
but the PKRS won't leave, either. Answer: Feebas is like Magikarp that it evolves from a sucky creature into a powerful one. These items can then
be dequipped and sold for quick, easy cash. Whilst SketchUp is arguably the best 3d design tool around, it does stop short of real time walkthrough visualisation.
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Exit the room and head immediately right off the jump-ledges for a shortcut to the cave entrance. Doing so renders Banette's best attack useless.
The information is organized in categories that include statistics, evolution, TM. Poison-types and Pokemon with the Immunity Ability are immune
to this effect. Did you pick up on anyof them. If you didn't go to the Battle Tent before coming to the Oceanic Museum, Scottwill come out of the
Battle Tent if you try to go in and urge you to take thechallenge. Immediately after boarding, Scott will swarm you. Just paste the urls you'll find
below and we'll download file for you!.
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Answer: Fallarbor Town, west of the Battle Tent. The Team Aqua members are inside the museum now, so you can enter!

The first option is for your pack. Time to put this aquatic clown in his place. This is the only game in whichyou can flee from a stationary legendary
and not have it follow suit. If it isn't, Thunderbolt. Answer: A mystical island found in the big empty space on Route 131. Even if you don't want to,
go inside and talk to the sailor. DEF, -SPD Bashful: no change Careful: +SP. You've already made a name for yourselfand you've only been in
Hoenn for five minutes. You're free to go. Enter and go straight up, you'll see a guy.

